
Type I Molded Glass: Online Training Platform
Discover the SGD Pharma glass manufacturing process with our complimentary training tool

We are pleased to offer a free-of-charge high-quality training program for our customers to develop their understanding 
of pharmaceutical glass production and benefit from our world class expertise. This digital platform is unique to SGD Pharma, 

the first glass manufacturer within the industry to offer a self-training service to customers.

W H A T ’ S  O N  O F F E R

Take a virtual tour
Follow each step along the molded glass journey, 

from glass composition through to hot and cold end operations.

Learn about on-line treatments
Discover how and why we perform each treatment that protects 
your vials, giving you confidence in your parenteral packaging.

Understand our codification
Participate in a module to explain the SGD Pharma codification 

on our vials, labels and documents. This includes item codes, 
item drawings and palletization sheets.   

Get acquainted with our inspection standards and quality specifications
We introduce the key concepts linked to the quality specifications for 

molded glass, detailing how they are defined and established 
at SGD Pharma in comparison with the main guidance in market.

A D V A N C E D  T R A I N I N G

If you are an SGD Pharma customer who might benefit from training tailored to your 
individual packaging and organizational needs, we have also developed advanced 
support packages that are available over Microsoft Teams or face-to-face with a glass 
packaging expert.

This can include a combination of: 
•Training on the molded process
•Site presentations
•Specification presentation
•Accepted quality level (AQL) concepts
•Non-conformities recognition

Registration is quick and easy for all SGD Pharma customers.
All access to this online training is free-of-charge and you can register as many colleagues as will benefit.

Knowledge about your vials will help to manage your global needs better. 
Contact your sales representative or email qualitySQLM@sgdgroup.com to receive your registration instructions. 

Follow us www.sgd-pharma.com


